October 5th, 2018

Out of Field Teachers

Dear Parent or Guardian,

At this time, the following teachers have a state teaching certificate/license, such as a Temporary Teacher Certificate or Professional Certificate in a different grade and/or subject area than the one they are currently teaching.

- Barron, Kathleen – ESOL E
- Bass, Zephanias – ESOL E
- Bernard-Robb, Keisha – ESOL E & Autism E
- Cruz, Isabella – ESOL E
- Chapman, Alfred – ESOL E & Autism
- Devlin, Dana – ESOL E
- Fliger, Bryan – ESOL
- Foster, Erin - ESOL E
- Fountain, Alexander - ESOL E
- Guzman, Nellie C. - ESOL E & Elementary K-6
- Haidet, Rebecca – ESOL E
- Johnson, Kathryn – ESOL E
- Laguerre, Antoinette – ESOL E & Reading E
- Lennox, Bradley – ESE K-12
- MacRae, Rhonard – ESOL E
- Marriellia, Rachelle – ESOL E
- Martinez, David – ESOL E
- Ness, Michelle – Biology
- Perez-Barreto, Melissa – Autism E
- Pesante, Yesenia – ESOL E & Math 6-12
- Salcedo, Luis - ESOL E
- Stewart, Sarah – ESOL E
- Torres, Marel – American Sign Language

The District is assisting these teachers to obtain certification in the subject area/grade level that they are currently teaching and we have full confidence in their ability to teach effectively in this assignment during the 2018-2019 school year. These teachers received approval from the School Board members to teach their out of field assignment on October 2nd, 2018.

If you have any questions regarding their qualifications, please feel free to contact our principal, Dr. Nia Campbell.

Sincerely,

Dr. Nia Campbell, Principal
Osceola High School